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MONTHLY AERIAL ROUTES

September is a very dry time of year in Tsavo with increased human wildlife conflict as a result. The Aerial Unit has
been busy across the region, supporting the KWS/DSWT ground teams and the Mobile Veterinary Units whilst
reporting to KWS Management.
Farmer's fields in communities bordering the parks and protected areas have become bare over this harsh dry season.
While elephants are not crop raiding they are in search of water, and poachers are busy at work. Poaching for bushmeat and elephants is easy during such months as water points are limited and animal movements become
predictable, yet despite this the DSWT Aerial Unit did not discover any fresh elephant carcasses this month. The Aerial
Unit did however have a busy time supporting the Mobile Veterinary Units with their KWS seconded Veterinary
Officers, including one tragic poaching case resulting in the need to euthanize an elephant due to severe bullet wounds
as well as a number of other elephants requiring veterinary treatment for poaching related injuries.
The pilots have assisted the KWS/DSWT anti-poaching teams from the air almost daily and have at times flown in KWS
tracker dogs to strategic locations in pursuit of poachers when needed. Many successes have been experienced this
month including a number of poachers being captured and taken to court to be sentenced.

SEPTEMBER 2015

MONTHLY FLYING SYNOPSIS

The month began with extensive aerial searches for a young elephant reported to have been seen with a snare around
its neck in the Taita Hills sanctuary. Due to the large numbers of elephants in the area the calf was not found, but
searches continued throughout the month and both ground teams and the pilots remain on alert.
While on regular patrol on the 5th September one of the DSWT Anti-poaching teams sighted a bull elephant with an
injured front leg. The team immediately reported the wounded bull and to save time KWS vet Dr. Poghon was collected
in the Trust's Cessna 185 and flown to the location. Meanwhile the Trust helicopter had been dispatched to meet the
team on site to assist with the operation.
Once Dr. Poghon had prepared the dart the helicopter was airborne, yet the elephant could not be located. A DSWT
ranger was soon picked up by the helicopter to assist and he similarly could not locate the elephant either. Finally after
a third attempt the elephant was finally discovered on the other side of the river from where he was originally sighted.
He was treated successfully and went on his way.

On the 7th a bull elephant with a vertical spear wound to his right rump was reported to the DSWT and attended by
Dr. Njoroge from our Amboseli Mobile Veterinary unit with assistance from the DSWT helicopter.
This elephant is well known and tends to move around a small area west of Observation Point Hill. The thicket of tall
trees where he had been seen was searched very carefully from the helicopter but the bull wasn’t found. Whilst the
search was widened another younger bull with a wound near to his spine was seen.
This bull was added to the list of elephants needing treatment before eventually the big bull was sighted moving across
an open space from a water source. The first bull was darted and the main wound, as well as a secondary severely
infected wound to his stomach, were both treated successfully.
The second younger bull elephant, approx. 25 years old, was then looked for and darted. The small wound to his back
was treated with anti-biotics and genetic material was taken. Both elephants attended to this day got up easily after
the treatment and are expected to make a full recovery thanks to the timely treatment.

On the 8th September a KWS tracker dog was picked up by the DSWT’s Cessna 185 to follow poacher tracks. Once
closer to site, the dog and its handler were transferred to the helicopter and transported to a remote location to assist
one of the DSWT’s anti-poaching teams in following-up on fresh footprints, which were tracked to two poaching
hideouts.
Despite the team’s best efforts the poachers tracks were lost deep in the bush. There were no arrests made that
day.

The Trust helicopter assisted KWS Community Officer Mr Masila on the 13th in driving 8 elephant bulls out of the
community area near Mtito Andei, pushing them successfully back into the Park before they could cause further
damage or become victims of poachers. Such intervention is vital in protecting both elephants and communities and
is effectively achieved by the use of a helicopter.
The Cessna 185 was once again used to help deliver KWS Veterinary Officer Dr. Poghon to the site of an injured
elephant quickly in order to save valuable time on the 15th September. This big bull which had been sighted by a KWS
team on patrol was darted from the DSWT helicopter which joined in on the mission, but once the elephant became
recumbent the extent of his injury was evident and unfortunately Dr Poghon had to euthanize the bull due to the
multiple bullet wounds which shattered and broke his leg. This is always an extremely sad outcome for all the team
involved, especially when the elephant is a beautiful big tusker.

From the 17th to the 20th of September the DSWT helicopter was used to help in the search of ‘Bahati’, a three year
old wild born rhino calf in the Chyulu Hills National Park, which was sighted via Big Life Foundation’s camera traps with
a tight cable snare around his neck. The DSWT was asked to help in this joint rescue operation.
The terrain made finding the rhino incredibly challenging and hours were spent scouring the area in the DSWT
helicopter, while Dr. Poghon the vet was collected from Voi in one of the Trust’s aeroplanes and brought to the scene.
Sadly days passed without success, and then the day the rhino calf was finally sighted KWS veterinary officer Dr.
Njoroge from the Amboseli Unit, who was on duty, was flown to the Chyulus in the DSWT helicopter to dart and treat
him. The horrific wound was severe with the cable cutting deep into his neck.
Due to the challenges of pursuing and darting in harsh terrain the calf was running for a long period. This coupled with
the effects of an anaesthetic and the severity of the wound, culminated in the rhino sadly not coming around from the
anaesthesia. Despite everyone working extremely hard to ensure a successful conclusion tragically that was not the
case. You can read more about this story here.

The Cessna 185 carried out patrols of the DSWT’s Saving Habitat Program on Amu project in Lamu County towards the
end of the month where large numbers of wildlife were sighted including topi, buffalo, giraffe and zebra. Signs of
recent elephant activity could also be seen on parts of Amu Ranch where much standing water remains.
Teams on the ground continue to clear and maintain the 200 km road network on and conduct regular patrols with
the assistance of KWS units, which has been integral to providing a safe environment for the elephants and other
species to return to. This area has the most concentrated biodiversity per square kilometre in the whole of Africa,
and this fact was confirmed by Mike Chase of ‘Elephants without Borders’ after having flown Africa extensively for 2
years counting the elephant population continent wide.

On the 22nd one of the DSWT’s Supercubs flew to Ithumba to assist Amboseli vet, Dr. Njoroge in sighting another bull
elephant that had been seen at the stockades with a suspected arrow wound on his back. The elephant was discovered
and between the aircraft and the DSWT/KWS teams on the ground, attempts were made throughout the day to reach
him by vehicle and by foot, all of which were unsuccessful due to the thick bush that the elephant moved into and the
huge distances that he walked.
The same bull elephant returned to the Ithumba stockades shortly after 6am, however when the aeroplane arrived by
0636, the bull had already begun to move back into difficult terrain. The Tiva team, together with Dr. Njoroge's team
followed the bull elephant for several kilometres through the bush with assistance from the aeroplane, however every
time the team approached the elephant started moving away again and eventually the decision was made to wait until
the elephant returned to the stockades once again where the DSWT’s aeroplane would remain so that it could be on
the scene by first light to assist the teams on the ground.
On the morning of the 24th, the elephant did not return for water at the stockades. The Supercub searched
unsuccessfully for the elephant before continuing on to Umbi for a standard patrol where some recent logging activity
was sighted.
Finally, the following morning the elephant made another appearance at the stockade shortly before sunrise. The
aircraft was airborne immediately and stayed on standby to follow the elephant in case it disappeared into the bush
again, which it did. Having remained at the stockade for 5 minutes after being darted, the elephant suddenly spooked
and began moving quickly through the bush away from the veterinary team. With guidance from the aircraft, the men
were able to stay behind the elephant and reach it shortly after it went down. It was fortunate that the aircraft had
been on hand because the elephant went down in a very poor position and would not have had long to survive if the
team had not made it there in time to turn the elephant onto its side. The treatment itself was very successful and
was completed within an hour with a good prognosis for recovery.

Additional sightings this month by the Aerial Unit included a number of shooting platforms, one of which led to an
arrest of a notorious poacher having been followed up on the ground by one of the DSWT’s anti-poaching teams.
Large numbers of livestock along the Tiva River was also seen regularly this month, whilst large charcoal and wood
cutting operations were sighted in the north western corner of Tsavo East, with a clean-up operation planned.

